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Robert Blochinger, NICFI President, was invited to speak at the spring Education Guild Conference, held in Dalton, GA. The presentation given was the same spoken at Domotex, Contractor Connection and, as well as a shorten version, at the Job Corp conference in Washington DC, this past week. The topic presented “When, How and Why to use a third party flooring expert”. This presentation covered many categories within the service areas of floor covering types we, as certified inspectors, review and investigate on a daily basis.

The Guild Conference was well attended. Representatives of the flooring industry present were inspectors and manufacturing claims departments, from various flooring manufacturers.

NICFI would like to give its continued thanks to The Education Guild, Contractor Connection and the Job Corp Conference for allowing Robert Blochinger, NICFI President, to present at these events.

These conferences and events allows the NICFI Organization to be recognized within in the flooring industry and with that; continued growth and business for its members.

ABOUT NICFI
The National Institute of Certified Floor-covering Inspectors (NICFI) is a not-for-profit national association of certified, independent floor covering professionals. The membership is comprised of flooring experts in all disciplines and products, within the floor covering industry. For more information visit www.NICFI.org